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ABSTRACT: This work reports an experimental study of the
kinetics and mechanisms of gelation of carbon nanotubes
(CNTs)−hyaluronic acid (HA) mixtures. These materials are
of great interest as functional biogels for future medical
applications and tissue engineering. We show that CNTs can
induce the gelation of noncovalently modified HA in water.
This gelation is associated with a dynamical arrest of a liquid
crystal phase separation, as shown by small-angle light
scattering and polarized optical microscopy. This phenomenon
is reminiscent of arrested phase separations in other colloidal
systems in the presence of attractive interactions. The gelation
time is found to strongly vary with the concentrations of both HA and CNTs. Near-infrared photoluminescence reveals that the
CNTs remain individualized both in fluid and in gel states. It is concluded that the attractive forces interplay are likely weak
depletion interactions and not strong van der Waals interactions which could promote CNT rebundling, as observed in other
biopolymer−CNT mixtures. The present results clarify the remarkable efficiency of CNT at inducing the gelation of HA, by
considering that CNTs easily phase separate as liquid crystals because of their giant aspect ratio.
■ INTRODUCTION
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a common component of synovial
fluid extracellular matrix. This natural polysaccharide is of great
interest for medical and cosmetic applications.1 It is particularly
promising for uses in regenerative medicine, drug delivery
systems, and tissue engineering.1−5 In most applications HA
has to be used in a gel state. Unfortunately, raw HA in aqueous
media does increase the viscosity of the solution but does not
form elastic gels.6−9 Consequently extensive research work has
been devoted over the last years to develop chemical
modifications of HA and covalent cross-linkers.1,2,10,11 These
chemical modifications can lead to the formation of gels. Other
approaches such as the addition of metal ions or the addition of
mineralizing species have also been shown to be efficient at
forming HA-based hydrogels.9,12 On the other hand, it was
recently reported that the addition of carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) could also lead to the formation of HA gels.13−15
These gels are achieved at relatively low concentrations without
any covalent modifications of the polymer. HA−CNT
composites have also been investigated as biofibers16 or as
electrode materials for bioelectrochemical applications.17−21
The new HA−CNT biogels have already demonstrated
promising properties and biofunctionalities. They are biocom-
patible, electrically conductive, and can serve as scaffolds with
electrically stimulated delivery of bioactive molecules such as
neurotrophins.15 Nevertheless, in spite of their great interest,
the mechanisms and kinetics of gelation of HA−CNT systems
are still poorly known. These are key features to develop future
applications and advance our understanding on the interactions
between biomolecules and carbon nanotubes. In particular,
knowing the time needed to form a gel is of critical importance
to process the material in a desired shape. Gelation of HA−
CNT mixtures could involve several effects. CNTs can be
viewed as stiff, long hydrophobic rods. As produced single
walled CNTs (SWCNTs) are generally in bundles. Partial or
full debundling can be achieved by supplying mechanical
energy via sonication, high shear mixing, or ball milling.
Stabilization of the nanotubes is then necessary to avoid
rebundling in response to van der Waals interactions. It was
observed that HA molecules could stabilize SWCNTs in
aqueous media at low concentration. Dilute dispersions remain
fluid and isotropic. Nevertheless, this observation does not
mean that the nanotubes are actually individualized. They could
still be homogeneously dispersed as small bundles. The
mixtures form gels when the concentration of HA and CNT
are increased.13 The gels exhibit a liquid crystalline texture with
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small monodomains of the nematic phase. It was suggested that
the phase separation and associated gelation were promoted by
so-called depletion interactions.13,22,23 Nevertheless, it is not
clear if other effects could be involved such as van der Waals
interactions, which could induce aggregation and rebundling of
the CNTs.13,24 It is also possible that CNTs are not efficiently
unbundled at high concentration as observed in aqueous
mixtures of CNTs and other biomacromolecules.25 Lastly, one
can also consider that CNT and HA molecules form complexes
with an extreme persistence length, increasing thereby the
viscosity of the materials. Indeed the persistence length of
CNTs26−28 (>10 μm) exceeds by far the persistence of HA
molecules8 (∼8 nm).
We report in this work an experimental study of HA−CNT
biogels using polarized optical microscopy (POM), small angle
light scattering (SALS), and coupled photoluminescence/
Raman spectroscopies (PL/RS). These complementary techni-
ques provide new insights into the gelation mechanisms and
kinetics of formation of HA−CNT biogels. POM allows the
gelation to be associated with the formation of a phase
separated network of nematic phase. SALS is a nondestructive
and particularly suitable technique to study phase separation
phenomena and colloidal aggregation.29−34 Indeed, these
phenomena result in the formation of large structures with
characteristic sizes of several micrometers. They are therefore
associated to an increase of scattered light at small angles.29−34
It is presently observed that the intensity of scattered light at
small angles increases after a certain time and then levels off.
This behavior is reminiscent of an arrested phase separation as
observed in colloidal systems in the presence of attractive
interactions.35−39 We quantitatively determine from these
experiments the gelation time as a function of the
concentrations of HA and CNTs. This time is found to vary
from a few minutes to several hours, depending on the
concentrations of the materials. PL provides insights on the
behavior of the nanotubes at a microscopic scale. SWCNTs can
exhibit metallic or semiconductor behavior depending on their
structure.40,41 Semiconducting SWCNT can absorb light over a
broad spectral range in the UV−visible−IR region and emit
light in the range of 1000−1800 nm, falling in the near-infrared
spectral region.42 This property which is called near-infrared
photoluminescence (NIR PL) is particularly promising for
bioimaging applications because it offers minimal interfering
fluorescence from biological materials and superior tissue
penetration depth. Nevertheless, as-produced SWCNTs do not
exhibit PL because contacts between metallic and semi-
conducting tubes in the bundles quench the PL signal.42
Therefore, PL is observed only when the nanotubes are
individualized. PL of HA stabilized SWCNTs is presently
observed both in fluid dispersions and nematic gels. This
finding confirms debundling and stabilization of individual
nanotubes by HA molecules in the fluid suspensions. This
suggests that gelation results from an arrested phase separation
essentially induced by weak attractive depletion forces. The
present findings also provide a better understanding of the
electrical properties of the HA−CNT composite and biogels.
Indeed, the presence of HA molecules strongly adsorbed at the
interface of the CNTs can explain the large impedance of
CNT−HA biofilms and electrode materials compared to other
CNT−biopolymer systems.15
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Hyaluronic acid potassium salt from human umbilical cord
(C14H20KNO11) (CAS Number 31799-91-4) was obtained from
United States Biological (Salem, MA). This commercial salt has a
broad molar mass range of 500−3000 kg. It is provided under the form
of a white freeze-dried powder. This material is water-soluble and
provides solutions with a pH of about 7 in deionized water. Raw-
SWCNTs bundles powder was obtained from Unidym (Sunnyvale,
CA, batch number R0556). These nanotubes are synthesized by a
Chemical Vapor Deposition process called the HiPco process (high-
pressure carbon monoxide).43 As-produced materials contain a large
weight fraction, of about 25 wt %, of iron nanoparticles .44 An acid-
based purification process is used to remove the metal nanoparticles.45
The SWCNT powder is first oxidized in an air atmosphere at 200 °C
overnight and then mixed and stirred in a concentrated aqueous
solution of HCl (1 N) at room temperature. This treatment does not
oxidize the nanotubes and therefore does not downgrade the structure
and properties of the nanotubes. Indeed, the oxidation process in air at
200 °C affects essentially iron nanoparticles to produce iron oxide
which is soluble in acidic media. The nanotubes are subsequently
filtered and rinsed with abundant water to stabilize a neutral pH. The
amount of iron content after purification is about 4 wt %, as
determined by thermal gravimetric analysis. Remaining iron is
essentially encapsulated in the nanotubes. This remaining iron is
therefore not expected to affect the behavior of the CNTs and HA
molecules in solution. The nanotubes are not dried after purification
but are instead kept under the form of a wet cake that contains 7.8 wt
% of purified SWCNTs. Wet cakes can more easily be redispersed in
an aqueous media than materials that have been dried. It is believed
that drying leads to the formation and compaction of aggregates that
cannot be easily disrupted afterward. The HA polymer was directly
dissolved into water overnight at 4 °C and then shaken during 60 min
at room temperature prior to use. The obtained HA solutions are
transparent, homogeneous, and fluid. Nevertheless, their viscosity is
dependent on the HA concentration as already reported in the
literature.6−9 We stress that even at long times of several days, these
solutions do not form gels and remain perfectly fluid. Lastly, HA
solutions are mixed with the purified SWCNTs to prepare 1 mL of
suspension. The suspension is sonicated with a Branson Sonifier S-
250A equipped with a 13 mm step disruptor horn and a 3 mm tapered
microtip, operating at a 20 kHz frequency. During sonication, the vial
with the mixture is dipped into cold water to avoid overheating. Dark,
homogeneous, and stable nanotube suspensions are obtained after this
step. The average length of the raw CNTs exceeds several
micrometers.46 Nevertheless, the CNTs are shortened during the
sonication process.47,48 In the present case, while the exact size of the
nanotubes has not been determined, the average length is expected to
lie between 500 and 1000 nm, considering related experiments on
similar materials.46 The aspect ratio of the CNTs as defined by the
ratio of the length over the diameter is therefore expected to be above
500. At each step of the dispersion and gel formation, dispersion at the
nanoscale is investigated using coupled PL/RS characterizations. The
experiments are carried out with a Bruker RFS100 FT Raman
spectrometer, equipped with a nitrogen-cooled germanium detector.
The excitation laser line is a Nd:YAG emitting at 1.16 eV. This energy
allows the observation on the same spectra of both the PL signal and
the Stokes Raman signal in the range of 100 and 3200 cm−1,
corresponding to a wavelength range of about 1100−1600 nm (an
energy range of about 1.15−0.77 eV).
The sample homogeneity and texture at the micrometer scale, as
well as the birefringence, are assessed by optical microscopy. The
kinetics of gelation are investigated in the reciprocal space by SALS. A
homemade setup was designed and used for the present study. The
SALS setup is sketched in Figure 1. The light source is a 1.00 mW
He−Ne laser, linearly polarized, with λ = 632.8 nm and a beam size at
1/e2 of 0.55 mm and a full angle divergence of 1.5 mrad. A variable
metallic neutral density filter can reduce the beam power down to a
few μW, as required for the present measurements. A polarizer sets the
polarization of the electrical field in the vertical direction. The incident
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beam is spatially filtered, expanded to a 1/e2 diameter of 5 mm. Half of
the incident beam is forwarded onto a photodiode with a beam splitter
cube. Then, the beam lights the sample which is contained in a 10 μm
thick quartz cell. Quartz cells are first carefully cleaned with water,
acetone, and ultrapure isopropyl alcohol and then wiped with an
optical paper. Remaining dust is removed by using compressed dry-air.
A drop of the HA−CNT suspension is placed on a quartz substrate,
and the cell is formed by carefully placing another quartz substrate on
top of it. The cell is then sealed with Parafilm wax paper to avoid water
evaporation. It is placed in the sample holder and slightly tilted with
respect to the optical axis to avoid beam reflections onto the CCD
camera sensor. The detection optics which collect the scattered light is
similar to that described by Ferri et al.49 The scattered and transmitted
beams are collected by a lens L1 (Achromat f = 75 mm, diameter = 50
mm). In the focal plane of L1, a drill tip cut and polished at 45° stops
the unscattered light to preserve the CCD sensor. The CCD objective
L2 (Nikon, 50 mm, f/1.2) conjugates the plane of the CCD sensor and
the focal plane of the collecting lens L1, with a magnification ratio of 9.
Each CCD pixel corresponds to a different scattering wave vector q,
with q = 4πλ−1 sin (θ/2), and where θ is the scattering angle. The light
scattered at the same wave vector q, mapped on the CCD sensor into
concentric rings centered on the optical axis, is averaged over rings of
pixels. In our experimental setup, the angles for which reliable data can
be collected range from θ = 0.1° to θ = 6.3°; they correspond to wave
vectors in the range of 0.018 μm−1 < q < 1.1 μm−1.
The minimum angle is limited by the size of the drill tip that stops
the transmitted beam, while the maximum angle is limited by the size
of the lens L1. The CCD camera is a 12-bit digital camera (Pulnix RM-
4200GE) with a 2046 × 2046 pixels sensor, each pixel area being 7.4 ×
7.4 μm2. The digitized images are acquired by a PC. In a typical
experiment, a series of a few frames is collected, each at various
exposure times. Subtraction of stray light contribution is performed by
acquiring the image of the cell filled by the solvent taken with the same
exposure time. Then, light intensity is averaged over rings on the CDD
sensor and corrected by the transmittance of the sample a factor. The
corrected scattered intensity is finally plotted as a function of the q
wave vector for different times.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A typical macroscopic photograph of a 0.5 wt % HA aqueous
solution is shown in Figure 2a. The solution is transparent and
fluid. A suspension comprising of 0.3 wt % of SWCNTs and
0.25 wt % of HA is shown in Figure 2b. This system remains
fluid even after several days with no particular texture observed
by optical microscopy. By contrast, systems that contain more
HA and CNTs form gels as shown in Figure 2c. In addition,
these gels exhibit a texture that can be visualized by POM.
Typical optical micrographs with and without crossed polarizers
are shown in Figure 2 (panels d and e). The gels do not result
from the random aggregation or jamming of the CNTs or from
a large increase of viscosity due to the formation of complexes
with long persistence length. This phenomenon would lead to a
gradual and continuous increase of the viscosity but not to the
sudden apparition of elastic gels above critical thresholds of HA
and CNT concentrations. Here, small birefringent grains reflect
the presence of domains with oriented carbon nanotubes.
These domains can be considered as domains of the nematic
phase, which span the whole volume of the cell. A phase
separation has actually taken place.
The size of the domains exceeds a micrometer, and it can
therefore be expected that the kinetics of their formation and
growth can be followed using SALS. A set of suspensions is
therefore prepared with different amounts of SWCNTs in the
range of 0.3−0.6 wt % and of HA in the range of 0.25−1 wt %.
Each sample is characterized by SALS, as function of its aging
time (tw). Examples of scattering curves are shown in Figure 3
for a sample containing 0.4 wt % of SWCNT and 1 wt % of HA.
The graph contains twenty curves, corresponding to successive
measurements separated by 5 min regular intervals. The
Figure 1. Schematic of the small-angle light scattering instrument. ND,
variable neutral density; BE, beam expander; BSC, beam splitter cube;
PD, photodiode; L1, collecting lens; BS, beam stop; and L2, camera
lens.
Figure 2. Macroscopic photographs of (a) a 0.5 wt % HA aqueous
solution; (b) an isotropic suspension with 0.3 wt % SWCNTs and 0.25
wt % HA and (c) a HA−CNT biogel with 0.6 wt % SWCNTs and 0.5
wt % HA. Vials have been turned upside down to show the effect of
gelation. Optical micrographs of a sample of the biogel with 0.6 wt %
SWCNT and 0.5 wt % of HA after one hour, after preparation and
confinement in a 10 μm thick quartz cell with (d) no polarization and
(e) between crossed polarizers. Arrows indicate the orientations of the
axes of the polarizers.
Figure 3. Intensity as a function of the wave vector q for different
aging times tw for a sample containing 0.4 wt % of SWCNT and 1 wt %
of HA. tw varies from 15 to 110 min. The corresponding curves are
separated by 5 min regular intervals between each measurement. It can
be seen that the first lower curves and the last top curves are close to
each other. This reflects the latency time before gelation and the
absence of evolution at long times after gelation.
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scattered intensity increases when tw increases, from the bottom
to the top of Figure 3. This reflects the formation of the
nematic domains which scatter light at small angles. In order to
more clearly follow the phase separation kinetics, we computed
the average normalized scattered intensity in the range of 1355
cm−1 < q < 4067 cm−1 for the different investigated samples.
The normalized scattered intensity as a function of tw for three
different samples with a constant SWCNT concentration of 0.4
wt % and different HA content, from 0.5 to 1 wt %, is shown in
Figure 4a. This figure also shows the same information for a
slightly more diluted material that contains 0.3 wt % of
SWCNT and 0.25 wt % of HA. The scattered intensity remains
close to zero over the whole q range for this more dilute
system. By contrast, curves of concentrated samples exhibit a
sigmoidal shape. This type of curve is typically observed in
arrested phase separations.36 The intensity starts to increase
after a certain latency times and then levels off at longer times,
meaning that the system is dynamically frozen. The nematic
domains do not coarsen, and the full phase separation cannot
be achieved. Dynamical arrest in other colloid and macro-
molecular phase separations has been shown to arise from the
effect of attractive interactions.34−39 The time to reach the
arrested state or the time needed to form a gel can be defined
as the inflection point in the curves shown in Figure 4. It is seen
that the gelation time strongly decreases with increasing the
amount of HA. Similar experiments were performed to show
the effect of the SWCNT concentration. The normalized
scattered intensity as a function of tw for three different samples,
with a constant HA concentration of 0.75 wt % and different
SWCNT content from 0.4 to 0.6 wt % is shown in Figure 4b.
Again sigmoidal curves reflecting an arrested phase separation
are obtained. The gelation time decreases significantly with
increasing SWCNT concentration.
The gelation times for all samples investigated were
determined as a function of the HA and SWCNT
concentrations (Figure 5). It is clear that the gelation time
decreases both with HA and nanotube contents. It is also
observed that below certain SWCNT/HA concentrations the
systems do not form gels. This is consistent with the fact that
the gelation arises from a phase separation that takes place only
above a given concentration of SWCNT/HA. The fact that the
gelation is promoted by the addition of HA strongly supports
that the HA molecules induce attractive interactions between
the CNT and thereby promote the formation of a liquid crystal
phase.50 The latter has a sufficient elasticity to form a
macroscopic gel. The elasticity of the nematic phase can arise
from the presence of topological defects and entanglements of
nanotubes which hinder the coarsening of the phase
separation.51,52
Deeper insights on the gelation mechanisms can be obtained
by investigating the spectroscopic and optical properties of the
suspensions. Typical coupled PL/RS spectra are presented in
Figure 6. All the spectra have been normalized by the G-band
and shifted along the y axis for clarity. In the bottom spectrum,
we see the typical signature of HiPCO−SWCNTs bundles [i.e.,
Raman peaks corresponding to radial breathing modes (RBM)
at low frequencies between 250 and 350 cm−1, D and G′ bands
around 1280 and 260 cm−1, and G bunchs in the range of
1550−1600 cm−1,40,41 superimposed to a weak and flat
background. This spectrum was measured directly with the
SWCNT wet-cake. By contrast, in the middle of Figure 6, we
observe the Raman and the superimposed PL spectrum for a
HA−SWCNTs isotropic suspension containing 0.3 wt %
SWCNT and 0.25 wt % of HA. The Raman features are
similar for nanotube bundles and suspensions, with RBM, D, G,
and G′ signatures at the same wave numbers. However,
additional broad PL lines are observed in the spectra of
suspensions. They reveal unambiguously the presence of
individualized semiconducting nanotubes in the HA−SWCNTs
dispersions. Note that HA molecules do not exhibit any PL.
Figure 4. Normalized scattered intensity as a function of the aging
time (tw) for (a) constant SWCNT concentration of 0.4 wt % and
three different HA concentrations and (b) constant HA concentration
of 0.75 wt % and three different SWCNT concentrations. In (a) the
temporal evolution of the scattered light for an isotropic suspension
with SWCNT 0.3 wt %/HA 0.25 wt % is also shown in (a).
Figure 5. Gelation time of HA−SWCNT mixtures as a function of the
weight fractions of HA and SWCNTs. For low concentration of
SWCNT (0.3 wt %), the systems remain fluid; the gelation time would
be considered as infinite as sketched by the red arrow pointing up.
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The present observations confirm the efficiency of HA
molecules at being adsorbed at the CNT interface of the
CNT and at stabilizing CNTs in water. In contrast to the case
of other biomacromolecules,25 the observation of PL indicates
that the HA molecules do not prevent unbundling of the
nanotubes. More surprisingly, PL is also observed in gelled
materials. The top curve in Figure 6 shows the Raman and PL
spectrum after the liquid crystal phase transition has taken place
for a sample containing 0.6 wt % of SWCNT and 0.5 wt % of
HA. Comparisons of this spectrum with that obtained for the
isotropic suspension reveal that all the Raman and PL features
are essentially unchanged (i.e., like Raman spikelike RBM, D,
G, and G′ bands at similar wavenumbers) and comparable PL
broad lines at similar emission energies and intensities. These
results confirm that nanotubes are individualized both in the
isotropic phase and in the gelled phase. HA stabilized CNTs do
not form bundles in response to strong van der Waals
interactions. Instead, the CNTs are stabilized against close
contact by short-range repulsive interactions.53 The latter can
arise from steric and electrostatic interactions of the absorbed
polyelectrolyte HA. Indeed, HA is a salt that is expected to be
highly charged in solution as a consequence of the dissociation
of potassium ions. In consideration of the molecular weight of a
HA monomer and the concentrations of HA present in the
investigated solutions, it can be deduced that the ionic strength
is on the order of a few moles per liter. At such ionic strength,
electrostatic interactions are expected to act at very short range.
Actually, the Debye length which characterizes the range of the
electrostatic repulsion is expected to be below 1 nm.53
Electrostatic and steric repulsion act at short range and stabilize
the CNTs against bundling. But these repulsions cannot
balance attractive interactions at long range. Typically the range
of depletion interaction induced by polymer in solutions is
given by the radius of gyration of the polymer. In the present
case, this means that attractive interactions are expected to act
at distances above 10 nm,54 well above the range of electrostatic
repulsions. This is why HA can play the role of a stabilizer at
short range and still induce attractive interactions at long range.
It is also interesting to note that the radius of gyration of the
polymer can significantly vary with the molecular weight of the
polymer.54 Using sorted HA materials with a lower
polydispersity could therefore allow a better control of the
range of the depletion interactions and thereby a better control
of the gel formation. In particular, it can be expected that the
boundaries for gel formation should vary as a function of the
radius of gyration. It is also important to note that the presently
used carbon nanotubes are not oxidized and are therefore
hydrophobic. The observed behaviors indicate that HA
molecules strongly interact with hydrophobic interfaces. The
observed phase behavior could significantly differ if the surface
chemistry of the nanotubes would be modified. In particular,
oxidized nanotubes would become hydrophilic because of the
presence of hydroxyl and carboxylic groups. It is not obvious
that HA molecules would efficiently adsorb on such hydrophilic
and charged interfaces.
The strong PL intensity in all the investigated dispersions
indicates that HA molecules wrap carbon nanotubes and
remain strongly absorbed at their interface during and after
gelation. These strong interactions explain the stability of HA−
CNT biogels. Nevertheless, the presence of molecules at the
interface of the CNT also provides a barrier for the electronic
conduction of CNT assemblies. It is indeed known that the
conductivity of CNT-based electrodes is often limited by the
resistance of the junctions between nanotubes. It has been
observed that HA−CNT electrodes surprisingly exhibit an
impedance greater than that of composite electrodes made with
other biopolymers, even at a large fraction of CNTs.15 The
greater impedance of HA−CNT electrodes could arise from the
strong absorption of HA molecules. On the other hand,
individualization of CNTs offer a significant advantage for
bioimaging applications based on the near-infrared photo-
luminescence of the CNTs.
■ CONCLUSION
The combination of the present experimental observations
allows some important conclusions to be drawn. The gelation
of HA−CNT mixtures reflects an arrested phase separation
arising from weak attractive interactions. The present
interactions do not induce bundling of nanotubes and are
likely to be depletion interactions due to the excess of polymer
in solution. The time needed to form a gel depends strongly on
the concentration of HA and CNTs. Nevertheless, the gelation
time can be very short, of only a few minutes, even for relatively
low concentrations of materials. This behavior demonstrates
the remarkable efficiency of carbon nanotubes at forming HA−
CNT gels. This exceptional efficiency can be understood by
considering that the involved transition is a liquid crystal phase
transition. Indeed carbon nanotubes exhibit a giant aspect ratio
and are therefore prone to easily form liquid crystal phases at
low concentrations.55 By contrast, spherical particles or
particles with a small aspect ratio would not exhibit similar
transitions at low concentration and are expected to be less
efficient than carbon nanotubes at forming HA based gels. The
present concepts therefore provide some guidance to optimize
future CNT biogels. It can indeed be expected that CNT with a
high aspect ratio would be more efficient at forming gels than
short CNTs. We also believe that these concepts can be
Figure 6. Coupled photoluminescence (energy on the top scale)/
Raman (Raman shift on the bottom scale) spectra obtained with an
incident laser line of 1.16 eV (from bottom to top): (i) purified
SWCNT wet cake, (ii) SWCNT isotropic suspension with SWCNT
0.3 and 0.25 wt % of HA, and (iii) SWCNT nematic gels with 0.6 wt %
of SWCNT and 0.5 wt % of HA. PL peaks are indicated in the picture
for suspensions and gels. Intensity fluctuations in the range of 2000−
2400 cm−1 are due to the strong absorption bunch from atmospheric
water vapor around 1380 nm. Note also that the smallest relative
intensity of the G′ band in suspensions and gels is due to the strong
absorption of liquid water above 1300 nm.
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extended to other mixtures of biomacromolecules and rodlike
particles and therefore offer a novel strategy for the design of
functional and biocompatible biogels.
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